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About This Game

Venice is sinking and only you can save it! From the floating fortress of your golden gondola, you'll restore the city by returning
its lost treasures. Sling costly coins, launch lovely lyres and ricochet ruby rings into the corresponding spaces overhead. Use your
arsenal of special shots to create cascading combos and earn bonus points along the way. But beware � shelves, chutes, swirlies
and other traps will make things tricky, so you'll need power-ups like Wild Shot and Wings to help you sail through the levels.
So grab your gondola and get ready � with a majestic soundtrack, gloriously ornate artwork and four enduring game modes,

Venice is a classic test of wits, will and skill!

Dive into 4 game modes: Journey, Flood, Survival and Trick Shots
Save 72 buildings over 8 neighborhoods
Wield astonishing power-ups like Wild Shot and Wings
Overcome obstacles like tricky chutes, sinister swirlies and more
Revel in ornate art, mellifluous music and spectacular effects
Earn bonus points and power-ups with terrific tumbles and cascading combos
Save your high scores for pride and posterity!
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Loved the game. Couple times through now with friends and family and sometimes the keys get stuck outside the window
before it's unlocked. Hopefully there's a fix for this glitch. Super fun though. Ready for the next update.. There's no images or
cinematics.. Of all the VR games I have played so far, this was the most immersive, as I even forgot for a moment that there was
no table and "dropped" my controller on the floor as I needed to do something outside the game. Then for several minutes, I felt
very strange holding on objects. I am very surprised since I have played quite a few VR games and experiences and have not
"lost" my sense of the real world. I don't know if I should be happy or concerned :)

The puzzles were just right, not too hard and quite logical, so hopfeully the game desgners will not decide that they need to
make puzzles so hard that only through collaborative cheating one can solve them (as most games with puzzles seem to do - I am
getting way too old for those games).

Certainly looking forward to the release of this game.
Thanks.. gt;planes can carry 120 missiles
>but only 3 flares

come on now.jpg

also buy this if you like:
>solitary confinement
>drones
>muh waifu princess

not necessarily in that order

VERDICT: 8/10, lacks replayability (yes I nearly 100%ed the game already) and co op multiplayer to make it 10/10. Offers
some unique puzzle mechanics, namely a combination of pinball and pattern recognition. Levels are designed to be short and
contained in small areas. Puzzles are mostly pretty easy to figure out and the game is very forgiving with mistakes. There is a
moderate amount of trial and error necessary to solve some puzzles.

I experienced no performance issues of any kind while playing this game.. this is horrible i want my money back. Frog Climbers
is not a game which you can play like 10 hours a day.
But if you want to kill Time it's a perfect pastime game.
I could play the multiplayer mode on the gamescom and I can say that it makes the most fun
when you play it with your Friends!
Really fun party game!. Its a really good game to chill and make some puzzles

*unzip pants*
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Great game, just wish it had multiplayer.. Stupid game ever without any logics in some situations. This game is pretty much
worth the $5 I payed for it. Despite the fact that the online has no players and you can complete the story in a 4 hour sitting, this
game is a fun dungeon crawler that runs well and plays well. This game is also pretty great for people who love games that are
splitscreen co-op, like me.

Honestly, I'd like to see more players online on this game. I could not find a single server, and if you're looking to sell\/collect
trading cards, it looks like only 4 or so people have them up for sale. This makes some cards 35 cents and nobody's gonna buy it.
I'm hoping that this game gets more attention and sales so the playerbase isn't looking like a few hundred people who only beat
the story and that's it.. I wish there were more interactable objects to pick up but apart from that this was a fun little experience!
. I got almost 3 hours out of this for 62 cents. Not much of a story but very large enviroments. If you like indie First Person
games you will get your moneys worth here.. Timeless and genre defining
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